Episodic Generation Events

- Must have a valid EPA ID number and submit forms [EPA 8700](#) and [Episodic Form](#) (this does require the facility to register as at least a VSQG)
- Events can be **planned** or **unplanned**
- Facility must notify no later than **30 days before** a planned event or within **72 hours after** an unplanned event
- Allowed **one event per calendar year**, facility can petition for a second
- Any second event must be **different** than the first (i.e. if first one was unplanned, the second must be planned)
- Waste must be **labeled** “Episodic Hazardous Waste” and indicate the associated hazards with the waste & **start/end dates**
- Must be manifested to RCRA facility within **60 days**
- The waste amount generated in the event will **not** be added to the facility total for the reporting month or year
- **Will not** change generator status
- **No modifications** necessary for unregistered waste stream codes

You can also email [brandon.may@ky.gov](mailto:brandon.may@ky.gov) for more information/assistance.